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ABSTRACT

This project is to provide application-based tourism information for Langkawi. If the Langkawi tourists are new to a place and unfamiliar with the surrounding environment, normally they will face problems in getting rental cars and comfortable accommodation from legitimate agency especially during peak hours (school holidays). In current technological changes, an applications based on Android system is increasing popular for users in Malaysia, regardless of age, occupation and gender. Apps for Android "Langkawi Journey" specially developed to help travelers get information about accommodation, car rental and attractions place to visit using Android smartphones. At the same time, residents of Langkawi which has business especially in the tourism sector could promote holiday packages and business travelers as well as assist tourists to get an accurate and update information. The proposed project is used Integrated Development Environment (IDE) name as Basic 4 Android to form an interactive application. SQLite database software is used to form entities and attributes that user can access without an internet connection. In addition, this application allows users to share comment and information with other users regardless of tourists and residents of Langkawi. The addition of rating features stored in MySQL server can also attract other users to find out more about a place that receives a high rating.
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</tbody>
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

This chapter discussed briefly the project flow from introduction, problem statement, objectives of project and followed by the scope and limitation that description of the methodology. Each sub-topic relates each other in order to make the readers understand about the flow of the project.

1.1 Background

In the world of smartphones, applications are the most important part of the success chain. When people talking about using an application it also known as an apps. This is a form of software that specific tasks are able to be performed. While mobile apps known used for mobile device application. When selected application open, inside an operating system (OS), it is running until system close. Any mobile apps can be access and get directly from any mobile devices such as phone, music player or tablet.

Based on the Statista portal which illustrated in Figure 1.1, travel apps category has been describe ranked 7th of most popular apps Apple App Store. Usually, users will find and download travel apps when they need to take a vacation. A tour app is the easiest way to plan visits during vacation to travel to attraction place. The plan could be included with financial preparation on behalf of budget along the vacation.
The purpose of the project is to develop an app to guide tourists about Langkawi. That includes viewing hotels or any other accommodation, finding car rental, viewing attractive and interesting places with details of location and price that will help travelers prepare their budgets. By using such applications, the travel information that users have obtained is automatically stored in the local repository of smartphones, so that users can access the same information anytime in the future even without access to the Internet. In other words, the application consists of a graphic module of travel-related open data and is designed to be compatible with both online and offline strategies.

Figure 1.1: Most popular Apple App Store categories in March (Statista, 2015).
1.2 Problem Statement

Generally, tourist will come to Langkawi for a vacation. There could be tourists from Malaysia or any other country. The problem is, not everyone knows where to find out updated and trusted information about place of interest, accommodation and car rental.

Based on observations, tourists often find anybody to ask about a place randomly without knowing the person. Possibly those people recently moved to the island or can be also a tourist. Even though they can find the information they needed in the internet, but the source might not be as reliable as the truth. It could be an old information or scam for an example, changing an address or phone numbers. Those people can be anyone who does not have a license issued by the Ministry of Tourism, Malaysia then simply get profit from travelers and that become a problem to local travel agencies to argue with those illegal companies. Then by developing the app it will help travelers to find the licensed travel agencies.

While on the side of registered travel agency companies, there have many numbers of travel companies on the island. As an example, at Langkawi International Airport have many companies at arrival hall waiting for customer and they have to compete with other companies. When there are too many travel agent companies, the sales would be probably low and the potential to get customer is worse when come to off-season. For this reason, the apps will help residents of Langkawi which has business especially in the tourism sector to promote holiday packages.

1.3 Objectives of Research

Based on the title “Tour Apps to Promoting Langkawi in Smartphone” which develop in smartphone, the objectives achieved at the end of this project as listed:

a) Developed smartphone app for tourist to familiarize with Langkawi hotel, car rental, place of interest and event through picture and information.

b) Established a platform for travel agent companies promote their tour package and car rental and place to stay.
c) Designed database by identifying entities and attributes of database for place of interest (POI) and rating features.

1.4 Scope of Research

The project work scope is to design an application which provides information for a tourist and give opportunities to company in Langkawi to promote their service and business. The Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is the main features which to develop the application by designing the interface and use to program its content with beautiful scenery and helpful information also announcement of an event. The application program provided with picture and comment once database be implemented. For this reason, operation which includes inserting and retrieving data use to perform to express the place and vacation that could help making the apps useful and interesting for all users. By addition of rating features stored in server can also attract other users to find out more about a place that receives a high rating from travelers which came to Langkawi before.

1.5 Report Structure

Basic of this report consist 5 chapters overall that surrounds and detailed in topics Introduction, Literature Review, Methodology, Result and Analysis, Conclusion.

Chapter 1: Introduction of the project. The clarification of the project will be elaborated in a general phrase. The objective record of the project will be highly structured. It is related to clarification in problem statements, scope of the project and also the project requirement.

Chapter 2: Literature Review for the progress of travel application. This section illustrates the literature review of the task detailed. Justification will be take attention on Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and database software and related study and based on theory and conceptual
ideas. Some literature reviews of current existing projects based on mobile applications are also be discussed here.

Chapter 3: Methodology use in the project. This chapter describe the whole methodology of the on the task. Basically on selected software that can apply to the project. This chapter describes about the design and architecture that consists of application design and the software implementation plus point the organization of the project.

Chapter 4: Analysis Result and Discussion. That give details the result achieved regarding the presentation of the application in general term and application function and use.

Chapter 5: Conclusion. To finish off and further improvement or prospect recommendation that can be relevant in this project are being detailed in this last chapter.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

In this chapter, there will be some discussion of the research background related to the project. The overall result in the concept literature framework shows that the link between research projects with the theory and concepts in the figure or an appropriate model about this project.

2.1 Application

Generally, once a while people need some place to take a rest and release their stress. Either go somewhere familiar or not even once been there. Occasionally, vacation is an excitement to go to some new place. Due to that, several people being tourist in a place prefer to have a guide and obtain extra enjoyment make the vacation will not be a squander. Travel guide can be in a guide book to facilitate of information about a place and designed for the use of visitors or tourists. However, this present day, printable guide book such as product from Lonely Planet (LP), Dorling Kindersley (DK), Frommer’s, Fodor’s, and Avalon’s Moon/Rick Steves soon fall out of their business. Sales figures from Stephen Mesquita’s “World Travel Guides Market” illustrate statistic with numbers are the millions during 2006 to 2012 that report for Nielsen BookScan (Figure 2.1).
In the age of technology, mobile devices are widely used to access information through the internet, for example, TripAdvisor, HomeAway, TripIt, and others. Several travel guides have web-based applications while some have mobile applications, and there are also travel guides that create both applications. These applications usually provide a reference about accommodation, places of interest, restaurants, and others, along with beautiful pictures to attract people to have a vacation.

Frequently, a mobile application referred to as an app, is one form of application software designed to describe internet applications that run on a mobile device, such as a smartphone or tablet computer. Normally, small sizes of apps are individual software units with limited purpose.

The trend to develop and market mobile apps has been set by Apple Inc. and its App Store, which sells thousands of applications for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Apple products have great graphics and have more apps than any other phone platform. While any other non-Android and non-Apple mobile devices such as Windows phones, BlackBerry, WebOS phones also have a market in this business because their benefit lies in having a one without belonging to the crowd. Then, for an Android...
phone it’s using a popular platform with dominant market and a lot of support by industry. Based on website (Cohen H., 2015) title “15 Mobile Facts That Should Change Your 2015 Marketing” shows some statistics about mobile application facts and one of it demonstrate in Figure 2.2 that note Worldwide iOS vs Google Play Downloads.

![Worldwide iOS vs Google Play Downloads](image)

Figure 2.2 : Worldwide iOS vs Google Play Downloads (Cohan, 2015).

![Example travel apps Malaysia Trip Planner](image)

Figure 2.3 : Example travel apps Malaysia Trip Planner (MTP) (Tourism.gov.my, 2015).

Generally, there have many travel application in the market can be used as a guide during vacation. As example, Malaysia Trip Planner (MTP) is product of Tourism Malaysia that provides description of interesting place in Malaysia (Figure 2.3) and the apps also have itinerary that user can use with ease to plan the vacation. Beautiful picture and information of places can be explored thru it (Figure 2.4).
Other than that, international travel application such as TripAdvisor is one of popular apps. Menu listed on the left side are easier for user and there have rates and review for each places which good for other people to know of those places rather than just looking at beautiful scenery on the mobile. Those reviews help other people choose the best vacation later.

Generally, when go through to both travel apps, there have a comparison can be made between MTP and TripAdvisor. From local travel apps, MTP have provided maps of places and same goes to TripAdvisor. Besides both apps can find place nearby but MTP only trace attraction places. For TripAdvisor can sort by hotel, restaurant or things to do. Then, for MTP did not have any review of those places but TripAdvisor do have it with forum that talk about the places (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Interface of TripAdvisor mobile apps thru tablet (TripAdvisor, 2015).
2.1.1 Web-Based Application

Web-based are considered to be gateway for World Wide Web. It can be Government web, cultural, corporate, stock, general web etc. A large number of access providers are present for providing in web-based. Web apps can be used via a network connection and it runs on HTTP Web Browser. Web-based applications often run inside a Web browser. However, Web-based applications also may be client-based, where a small part of the program is downloaded to a user’s desktop, but processing is done over the Internet on an external server.

![Figure 2.6: MTP in Web-based application (Tourism.gov.my, 2015).](image)

Travel mobile apps content almost have same content in Malaysia Trip planner (Tourism.gov.my, 2015). However, this web-based is easy to search and from there can simply find any place to view details. This website present travel package in Malaysia with price and promotion, travel agent contact information, accommodation and also transportation link (Figure 2.7). It is easy for tourist to check the date and book online.